Staples Rodway Phil Banks Memorial Prize in Tax Law

Description

The Staples Rodway Phil Banks Memorial Prize in Tax Law was established in 2016 by Staples Rodway Limited.

The main purpose of the Prize is to recognise the student(s) enrolled in a Bachelor of Law or Bachelor of Law (Honours) who have obtained the highest marks in Tax Law (LAWCOMM 403).

Selection process

- Nomination is made to the Scholarships Office
- The Prize would be awarded by the University of Auckland Council upon the recommendation of the Dean of the Faculty of Law

Regulations

1. The Prize will be known as the Staples Rodway Phil Banks Memorial Prize in Tax Law.
2. The value of the Prize will be $1,000.
3. The Prize will be awarded annually to the full-time student who achieved the highest marks in LAWCOMM 403 (Tax Law). As a minimum standard the student must have received an A- grade.
4. The Prize will be awarded by the University of Auckland Council upon the recommendation of the Dean of the Faculty of Law.
5. In the event of a tie, the Prize may be shared.
6. The University of Auckland Council has the power to amend or vary these regulations provided there is no departure from the main purpose of the Prize.
7. Notes [I] below is deemed to be a regulation.

Notes

I. The recipient(s) of the Staples Rodway Phil Banks Memorial Prize in Tax Law may be required to attend a prize giving function.